
Going back to the course reflection essay that I wrote at the beginning of this program, I 
have seen how my interests have changed drastically. I was still floating around studying the 
second generation, or the first generation, or transnational identity as a whole. I am glad because 
my colleagues were able to focus in on a topic I was personally interested in, but unable to 
complete due to lack of information.  

I will first start a recap chronologically, and then double back to answer the 1-3 questions 
on the instruction sheet. 

As I stated during the reflection session this morning, the course was a lot of work. It was 
doable, but not in a very pleasant or stress-free manner. I think the AIU students struggled a lot, 
since they were dealing with jetlag, constant English readings, and I heard countless stories of 
them staying up all night to finish assignments, then pushing hard to stay alert and awake during 
lectures. This isn’t the best environment I envisioned us to be spending our first, exploratory 10 
days together, but could definitely be improved upon. The weekend was a nice break - but as it 
coincided with PRIDE parade, it coincidentally turned into a much busier weekend. 

The field trips in Japan were way more personal than I ever thought they would be. I 
cited in my first reflection paper that my mother is a huge inspiration to me, and it shocked me 
how often I saw her traits reflected in the determined and passionate “community-shakers” we 
met. Figures with conviction, a dream, and the right attitude to execute what they wanted 
inspired me as much as she does, and made me want to call her every day, excited to share with 
her what I had seen.  

Obviously, we all wish there had been more breathing time during our stay in the urban 
areas. I am very grateful for the friendship and bonding that we managed in Tokyo, Hamamatsu, 
and etc. Most of it happened in the hotel room, but the rare occasions that we went out, I really 
appreciated the effort that AIU students made to accommodate us. It really made me regret that 
our time in Berkeley was spent so much on studying and reading, rather than enjoying what the 
beautiful Bay Area has to offer.  

I think on the road, the downtime we spent together was also quite valuable. Most of the 
time we were exhausted, yes, but we depended on each other’s energy and were able to get some 
good reflection/sharing sessions, along with input from both instructors.  

When we arrived in Yokote, I felt quite burned out when we conducted our second and 
third day of interviews with the Filipinas. I know a lot of us felt simply exhausted and in some 
cases this was inevitable, but I think a day off, or organized chances (dinners, etc) to just relax 
together after interviewing sessions would have been immensely helpful for unwinding and 
distressing.  

My initial expectation of PBL was actually quite vague. Having never conducted research 
or studied Japanese immigration before, I wasn’t sure what I was getting myself into. I was 
expecting to read more Japanese-centric literature, and actually assumed that we’d only be 
interviewing Filipinas. I think bringing up Professor Akiba’s lecture (which was Akita/Japan-
specific) earlier would have made it easier for me to connect Professor Yamanaka’s lectures to 
the real-life situations we’d be hearing very soon in Japan.  



The trip to Japan, although intense and tiring, was just as fun as I thought it would be. I 
am very glad to have been part of an outgoing, open and most importantly - funny group. The 
humor was what got most of us through the stress and worries.  

Like I said, I’d never studied Japanese immigration before, or any Asian immigration, so 
it was fascinating to see how the Filipina migration also directed towards Japan, and not just in 
the Hong Kong context that I grew up in. This opportunity opened up my perspective on Hong 
Kong immigration, and how interesting that would be to study. In terms of presentation and 
writing skills, I think my foundation was pretty stable to begin with, and I felt confident coming 
into the PBL. However, it is noteworthy how much improvement my fellow group mates made. 
While presenting with Itaru during the co-PBL dinners, I saw his hand shaking with nervousness. 
Yet a couple of days later, he really commanded the stage at our presentation, speaking 
passionately and forcefully.  

I have already mentioned how this PBL will influence my future (this morning’s session), 
but I am sure that as time passes and this experience sinks in more, I will come back to it to draw 
inspiration and drive.  

Lastly, just some random but important things/improvements. 
Just want to reinstate that for future sessions, it is a good idea to have each student 

(regardless of if it’s one-on-one interview or group, etc) introduce the purpose, reason, and 
background of the PBL before beginning to conduct any research. In the cases where we forgot 
to/were not introduced properly, I felt quite disrespectful and undeserving of people’s time and 
stories. They really should have been informed and although the blame is not towards any party, 
the responsibility should be put onto the interviewer’s shoulders next time. 

Cutting down on some field trips in the Bay Area (because of both irrelevance/to give 
students more breathing time): as mentioned this morning, a guided tour of the Mission church 
was not very useful. I think the Mission Cultural Center was interesting, but probably because I 
am an artist trained and raised in the Bay Area so it was relevant to my personal life. However, 
for others, it wasn’t a very helpful source of information either. Also, the Chinese-American 
History Museum (with Charlie Chin) was not a very pleasant experience, as the docent was quite 
aggressive and at the end of that long day (hiking up hills in Chinatown, etc), many of us simply 
couldn’t process the detailed information he gave us. 

Last note on friendships/non-academic aspects! I am always the “baby” of such cultural 
exchange/academic groups that I join, but this time I really appreciated my position. The 
groupmates I met, both from AIU and UCB really took care of me and looked out for me, and 
although they may not have been meaning to, encouraged my growth as a regular teenager and 
an academic student. They were inspiring, caring, and so positive. So, thank-you to the 
professors for bringing us together in this rare opportunity! We all appreciate it and your hard 
work very much. 


